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Abstract. A plasma model is applied to calculate numerically transport-confinement (nr_:) requirements and steadystate operation points for both the reversed field pinch (RFP)
and tokamak. The CIT tokamak and RFP ignitionconditions
are examined. Physics differences between RFP and tokarnaks, and their consequences for a DT ignition machine, are
discussed. The Ignition RFP, compared to a tokamak, has
many physics advantages, includingohmic heating to ignition
(no need for auxiliary heating systems),higherbeta, lower ignilion current, less sensitivityof ignitionrequirementsto impurity
effects, no hard disruptions (associated with beta or density
limits), and successful operation with high radiation fractions
(.fRAD "" 0.95). These physics advantages, coupled with lmportant engineedng advantages associatedwith lower external
magnetic
fields, larger
ratios,and
smaller plasma
cross
sections translate
intoaspect
significant
cost reductions
for both
ignition and power reactor. The primary drawback of the RFP
is the uncertainty that the presentconfinement scaling will extrapolate to reactor regimes. The 4-MA ZTH was expected to
exlend the r=rE transport scaling data three orders of magnitude above ZT-40M results, and if the present scaling held, to
achieve a DT-equivalent scientificenergy breakeven, Q = 1. A
basecase RFP ignitionpoint is identifiedwith a plasma current
of 8.1 MA and no auxiliary heating,
1. INTRODUCTION
lt has been long realized that reversedfield pinches (RFP)
have the potential for reaching Ignition with ohmic heating
alone. Lawson[II derived a criterionfor RFP ignitionprovided
transport and impurity radiation losses are sufficientlysmall,
Even in the earliest RFP reactor (RFPR) studies, the RFP fealures of ohmic ignition and high beta made it "clear that when
RFPR is compared with the tokamak under the same ground
rules ...the RFPR could represent a realistic alternative in
1he continuous development of a fusion power source.'[2] The
present work applies an Impuritymodel and a transportenergy
confinement relation based upon experimental resultsfrom the
international RFP community,to identifyRFP ignition requirements and to compare with tokamak ignitionrequirements. The
differences in ignitionphysics between the RFP and tokamak
are also discussed,
Section 2 summarizes the steady-state, 0-D model. The
model describes either tokamak or RFP confinement concepts through appropriate changes in the magnetic equilibrium,
plasma beta, ohmic heating,and confinement scalingrelations,
Ignitionconditions are discussedin Sec. 3. First, hre requiremerits for tokamaks and RFP to achieve high Q (Q> 5) operating regimes are examined. Next, confinement relationsare
applied, and both tokamak and RFP ignition requirements are
examined and compared.

tailed description of the model equations and the computer
codes used to calculate solutions, as well as applications to
RFP experimental regimes, can be found in Ref. 3 and 4.
The steady-state, 0-D, ion and electron energy-balance
equationsincludefusion,auxiliaryand ohmicheating, electronion equlpartition,transport, and bremmstrahlung,cyclotronand
lineradiation. The fractionalfusion powerdeposited in the ions
is calculated through a time integral over the slowing down
time of the slowingdown rate on the ions; zero prompt loss is
assumed. Cyclotron radition loss is a functionof the effective
wall reflectivityfor cyclotronradiation,RcYc, which includesthe
effects of wall reflectionand holes in the wall. The fractional
auxiliarypower going to the ions, ]Aux,, and auxiliary power,
PAux/n 2, must also be specified.
The ohmic heating term is given by POH = fr/llJ_l(r)dV.
Here, 1711
is the classical parallel electrical resistivity[5], and
Jil(r) is the parallel current density profile.
Ali backgroundionsare assumed to share the same local
temperatu:e, Tj(r), and to have a common profile. The total ion
density, ,, the electron density, n=, (assumingcharge neutrality) and the effective ioniccharge, 2,I/, are given by summing
overthe ion species. The average Z and 2 2 of impurityspecies
and the line radiation are calculated based upon the assumptionof coronal equilibrium.Ali ionspecies are assumed to have
the same particle confinement time, rp. The values of the fractional composition of the fuel, as well as the ratio of .rpto .r_:,,
mustbe specified.
The transport energy losses are represented in terms of
ionand electron transport energyconfinementtimes. The total
transport energy confinement time is given by
.r_c= (nT_ + n=T=)/(nT_/rF., + n,T,/-r_:,)

.

(1)

The ratio of _'z_/'rzc=must be specified in this model. Goldston[6] scaling is assumed for the tokamak.
.ric
°k = (.ro_ + .rA2)-1/_

(2)

The "ohmic"confinementtime, .rort, is givenby the neo-Alcator
expression[6]with the ion line densitydefined by N = n_r,ca
2
where ,¢is the plasma elongation,and the cylindricalsafety factor, qcd,
t, is defined in terms ofmagneticequilibriumparameters.
n.roH = _

--2r_2.04

zt

--2.96

a

0.5 _,_'2

qc_tsv

g=_t= 5_aB/I_, (0.5 + _2(0.5+ 6_))

(3)
(4)

The auxiliary-heating confinement time, rA, is also given by
Goldston[6],with/'/G = 2 for H-mode confinement.
nra = HG2.84 X 1017R2"Sa-2"7'lI2/(T_ + f,T,)

(5)

2. STEADY-STATE, 0-D MODEL
The steady-state model includesion and electron energy The RFP scaling relation is providedby a fit of n.rE to experbalance; protium,deuterium, tritium, helium-3 and helium-4 (al- imental data[7] in an analogous fashion as the "rE fits of Dipha) particle continuity; a specified ionic fraction for a high-Z Marco[8].
impurity; charge balance; a plasma beta constraint; and maghre = C=3 x 102_[I_(f,N)-°'s] x
(6)
netic equilibrium constraints. The 0-D equations are obtained
through a radial average over specified plasma profiles. A del

The case of C= = 3.28 and X = 1 providesa one-parameter
fit of international RFP results to Conner-Taylor[9]theoretical
scaling. The wadable .t'=is defined as n=/ni•
The fractional beta carded by athermal (hot) fusion products, fpH, must be specified and is used in definingthe plasma
beta, /_. The toroidal beta is required for the tokamak option,
while for the RFP option, poloidalbeta isneeded. The operating
value of/_ is specified for use in the tokamakoptionthroughthe
Troyon[10] beta-limit constraint, /_T = O.03I./(aB). The equilibriumconstraintsfor the tokamak are taken from Peng[11] and
provide formulae for I_/aB as a function of elongation, tdangularity, 6, edge safety factor, {, and the inverse aspect ratio,
For the RFP option, the situation is greatly simplified because
B = Be(a), so I./aB = 5.
To complete the 0-D description,plasma profilesfor denslty, temperature, and current densityare specified using = =
(r/a) = and an exponent of the form T(=) = To(1 - =)or.
For the tokamak case, Ell(r) is assumed to be J#(r) and
a._ = 1.5aT[12]. These assumptions are only used in calculating Per, which is typically weak for tokamak ignitionconditions
of interest. For the RFP, an approximaterepresentationof the
current density profile is given in Ref. [3]. The 311profile accounts for the helical path of magneticfield lines resultingfrom
the equivalent magnitude of the poloidaland toroidalfields in
the RFP. This factor is crucial for estimatingthe voltages and
ohmic power in the RFP. Approximatingthe plasma as an elliptical cylinder with flux surfaces of concentricellipses, profile
form factors are calculated for ali terms,
Summarizing the model, the plasma continuityequations
together with the profile form factors and the magneticequilibrium constraints, form a complete set of equationsfor calcutating hrE. Input parameters include Ti, I_, magnetictopology,
a nd profile exponerds,. as well as confinementtime ratios,
.• .zz_
,'E,
and .r._, high-Z impurity fractions,particle refuelingfractions,
auxiliary heating tnforrnatlon, PAUX and .fAux,, the fractional
beta carded by hot (athermal) fusion products, f_H, and the
cyclotron-radiationwall reflectivity,Rcvc. Output includes the
fuel and fusion-productparticle fractions, the product aB: the
beta, the electron temperature, and the nrz. Since hre products are desired, solutions can be obtainedwithoutknowledge
of absolute particle densities, only fractional densities are required, (e.g., J./= nj/n). Absolutevalues of minor radius and
magnetic field are also not required.

3.1.1. Tokamaks. The required hre is plotted as dashed
curves in Fig. 1 for a DTtokamak plasmawith no high-Z(Z > 2)
Impurities. Tokamak specificassumptionsinclude Ip = ]OMA,
CT = 0.030, _ = 0•2, 6 = 1.8, _ = 0.3704, .fAux_ = 0. The
result is independentof plasma minor radius, but if the plasma
had a minor radius of a = 0.45 rr=,the resultingmagnetic field
would be B = 10.4T. These inputparameters are for the Compact IgnitionTokamak (CIT) conceptualdesign point[13]. The
QAux = 999 curve [QAux =- PF/PAux] representsthe case of
negligibleauxiliary heating and has typical plasma Q-values of
400-600 [Q - PF/(PAux + PouM], thus ohmic heating is negligible. This curve represents ignited plasma conditions,and,
since ohmic heating is so small, can only be reached by auxiliary heating. The ignitionboundary is defined by where fusion
heating Is sufficientlystrong that a constant-currentperturbarien in energy, away from a steady operatingpoint, is thermally
unstable and would run away• The ignitionboundary is epproximately given by a Q = 5 curve, where the fusion heating
rate equals the other heating terms. This ignitionboundary
must be achieved to accomplish CIT mission goals of studying alpha-particle physics and operating-point stability under
fusion-product-heatingdominated conditions. For tokamaks,
QAux -_ Q = 5, and this curve is atso plotted in Fig. 1. These
resultsdepend onlyweakly upon plasma currentthroughoh=nic
and cyclotronterms, both of which are typicallysmall for ignited
DT tokamaks.
3.1.2. RFP. The required nrs for the RFP is also plotted
in Fig. 1, includingQ = 5 points. The RFP differfrom tokamaks
in that ohmic heating is sufficientlylarge that no auxiliaryheating is necessary (QAux = oo) and hre requirements depend
strongly on current. Thus, if beta remains high and electrical
conductivity follows a classical[5] scaling, as in present RFP
experiments, then ignitioncan be achieved by driving modest
levels of plasma current. The circles in Fig. 1 represent Q = 5
(near-ignition)points• Note that the tokamak Q __ QAux = 6
curve passesthrough these circles, demonstratingthat the nrE
ignitionrequirementis similar for the RFP and tokamak. This
resultimpliesthat the differencesin equilibriumcause negligible
differencesin the radiation losses for the near-ignitionregime.
The majordifferencebetween the two devices, then, is that, for
the RFP, a continuumof solutionpointsexists between ignition
and present experimental conditions without requiringauxiliary
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The first application of the modet does not assume a _
transport-confinement scaling relation,but rathercalculates an
hre ;'alum,:hat the actual transport mechanism must allow for
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Rcvc = 0.8, and .fp. = 0.17.
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heating systems. Thus, while standard tokamaks mustbe supplied with extra power to access the *Cordey mountainpass"
to achieve ignition,the RFP need only be driven with sufficient
plasma current,

ing region where losses are greater than sources; a plasma in
this region would cool down to the ohmic curve. The space to
the right of the fusion-dominatedcurve is a heating region. For
auxiliary heating of Paux/n 2 = 3 x 10-_2 MW-m 3 and for CIT
conditions,this implies PAvx = 12.5 MW. The Hugill electron
The difference in the relative Importanceof ohmic heat- densitylimitfor ohmic and ICRH heated, gas-fueted plasmas is
ing for the RFP and tokamak can be understoodby examining also plotted In Fig. 2.
the magnitude of the average ohmic power density divided by
density squared, Pon/n = = r/ll(Jii/n) 2. The n2 divisor is used
Figure 3 contains the same plot as Fig. 2, except 2% carbecause ali otherterms In the energy balance equationare pro- bon and 0.2% iron, Including line radiation, are added to the
portional to n 2, so the ratio, Pon/n 2, can be compared to the plasma. The effect of these impurities is to shift the fusionrest of the energy balance equation (whichis approximatelyin- dominated Pavx = 0 curve from Tj < 5 keV to Tj > 11 keV.
dependent of density). If cs -- J'il/J_, then Jll/n = c.tI4_/N. Us- Even with PAux/n 2 = ,5x 10-4] MW-m 3, which for a line dening the definition of poloidalbeta gives I_]N ~ T/(/_/30). Ma- sity of 4 x 102°/m correspondsto PAUX = 41 MW, the plasma
•jor disruptionsobserved in tokamaks limitthe tokamak poloidal is far from Ignition. The CIT design value for auxiliary heating
beta to larger values than the RFP. Also, tokamaks have es _-.1, is 30 MW. Clearly, successful Impurity control is necessary to
while RFP have large poloidal and toroidal currents such that minimize CIT ignitionrequirements,and
c.__ 3. These two features combine for plasmas of the same
too many impuritiesin CIT could preventignition. With no
toroidal current, and temperature to providetwo orders of mag- line radiation,I4, = 11 MA, and Goldston-Hscaling, a maximum
nitude larger values of Pon/n 2 for the RFP.
value of Q = 4 is obtained, and ignition (q _ ,5) cannot be
achieved, even for very large heating, Paux "" 150 MW. This
3.2. Tokamak Ignition Regime
agrees with results of the CIT conceptual design report[13].
Two limitingtokamak transportscaling relationswere used
to bracket the expected range of availabloscaling. On the optimistic side, nag-Alcator was chosen, while on the pessimistic
side, twice-Goldston L-mode was used [Eqs. (1)-(4)]. Assumptigris, except for the scaling, are taken from a more recent CIT
design[14], which is larger and has more curre,-.tand auxiliary
heating the CIT conceptualdesign report[13]. Specific assumptions include a = 0.64m, B = 11T, ,¢= 2.0, 6 = 0.2, e = 0.3048,
.fAux, = 0.2. Figure 2 contains N t,erJu.,T, steady-state operating points for an 11 MA tokamak, under neo-Alcatorscaling
with no line radiationand ZeH = 1.5.

3.3. RFP Ignition Regime
The Connor-Taylor scaling relation (based upon a oneparameter fit to the internationaldatabase) was chosen by the
Los Alamos Zl'H[15] designteam. The approach of the present
study extends applicationof this scaling relationto evaluate the
ignitionrequirements of a next step (after ZTH) device.

To highlightthe important roleof ohmic heatingin the RFP,
a calculation was done for the case of no fusion power. Ali
other physicsterms were applied, includingradiation. Results
plotted as a dashed curve in Fig. 4 demonstrate RFP plasmas can achieve high temperatures at relevant line densities
The curves in Fig. 2 satisfying T, < 3/eeV predominantly by ohmic heatingalone. By comparison,ohmicallyheated tokabalance ohmicheating (plus ]:'Aux) againstlosses. Even under maks barely achieve 2.5 keV.
this idealistic scaling assumption, ohmic heating is insufficient
to heat the plasma beyond 2.5 keV. Above 3 keV, the energy
Figure 4 also presents results with the fusion power insour ) is predominantlyfusion (plus PAUX). Above a lineden- cluded. Assumptionsare comparable to those used for the
sity of 102]/m, the loss mechanism is mainlybremmstrahlung tokamak studies. Ignition points, defined by the point where
radiation, while below 102]/m, the losses are mainlytransport, constant-density and constant-currentpositivetemperature perThe space between the ohmic and the fusioncurves is a cool- turbations result in thermal runaway to a fusion dominated
regime, are denoted by "x" in Fig4a. Ignitionat a currentas low
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as 8.1 MA Is predicted using the basecase scaling assumption.
The sensitivity of this Ignition current to vadous assumptions is
discussed in Sec. 3.4. The present results assume 2% C and
0.2% Fe Impurity levels,

A third difference is that tokamak ignition requirements are
much more strongly affected than the RFP by impurity contamination. A relatively high concentration of Iow-Z impurity primadly affects plasma performance through an increased Z,1l,

The ignition physics of the RFP and tokamak are significantly different. First, as previously discussed, the RFP has
strong ohmic heating (100 t_mes larger). Secondly, the transport scalings have an opposite dependence on density. For
the tokamak this results in the Ignited regime lying above an
N _¢rst_ Tj curve, as shown in Fig. 2. At higher density, major disruptions set an abrupt limit for tokamaks. For the RFP,
Connor-Taylor confinement degrades weakly with density [see
Eq. (6)], so that the ignited regime lies below the N t,cr_ Tj
curve, as illustrated by the 12 MA case of Fig. 4a. No major disruption has been observed in the RFP. At lower density,
however, the RFP must operate above electron runaway limits associated with a high streaming parameter. Ignition and
reactor operating points will have streaming parameters below
that of existing RFP expedments. Tokamak confinement scaling restricts the density to sufficiently high values that electron
runaway (other than dudng disruptions) is generally not an issue.

while a low concentration of high-Z impurity primarily causes
significant line radiation. Both line radiation and Z, II adversely
Impact tokamak energy balance. For the RFP, the effect is
less dramatic since the already Important ohmic heating term
Increases with Z,/I, so the extra source helps to balance the
Increased loss. The impudty concentrations assumed here re-
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suit in Z,I ! ,_, 2.5, compared to the CIT design assumption
of Z, II = 1.5. With these impurity levels, the RFP ignites at
8.1 MA, while CIT would not Ignite for the design values of
/_ = llMA and/'AUX = 30 MW.
A fourth major difference between tokamak and RFP ignition physic" is the tokamak requirement for auxiliary heating
and the observation that auxiliary heating degrades confinement. While this effect makes Ignition more difficult, it helps,
once Ignition Is achieved, by limiting thermal runaway to lower
temperatures (,-,40 keV) where fusion power is balanced by
transport losses. This assumes that fusion-product heating will
also degrade confinement. Ohmic heating in the RFP is so
strong that auxiliary power is unnecessary, thus there exists no
confinement. Present RFP confinement relations do not degrade with fusion power.
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tions in the coefficient and the exponent (extrapolation distance
is large) are important, changing the ignition current by -1MA
per AC, = 1 and -2MA per AX = 0.1.

Fig. 4a Line density and (4b) Plasma Q, _er_= ion temperature
in contours of constant plasma current for an RFP. In Fig. (4a),
tgnition points are marked with an "X', and the dashed curve
A multi-parameter variation was performed to identify the
represents s 12MA RFP with no fusion power,
best and worst ignition cases, a,nd the results are summarized
_./

in Table !. The basecase ignitesat 8.1 MA.The "best" case uses
a theoretical scaling (X = 1) benchmarked to Z'I'-40M (Ca =

ation with high radiation fractions (fRAD _" 0.9,5)[16]. These
physicsadvantages, coupled withimportant engineeringadvan-

4.40), has no Impurities, and has a stronglypeak(_cldensity
profile (a,, = 2.5). 'i he "best" case Ignitesat 4.6 MA.
While 1he confinement scaling law with X = 1 has some
theoretical justification, an arbitrary two-parameter fit to the international RFP database was made usingthe form of Eq. (6).
The resulting fit has X = 0.91 and C, = 2.32. This twoparameter fit was taken as a pessimisticscaling case, and lt
results in an ignition current of 12.0 MA. lt is interestingto note
tha_the theoretical scaling of Connor-Taylorfalls well withinthe
95% confidence level of the two parameter fit. The ignition
currents associated with the 95% confidence extrema result in

tages associatedwith lower external magneticfields, larger aspect ratiosand smaller plasma crosssectionstranslateinto significantcost reductions[7]for both ignitionand reactorapplica-

ignitioncurrents of 2.6 MA and 81 MA. While these extrema are
probably meaningless, this exercise demonstratesthe large uncertainty associated with extrapolatingthe presentscaling correlationto Ignition conditions. Clearly, a most pressingneed in
the RFP program is to extend, test, and improve the accuracy
of the RFP transport scaling law.
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